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Home View 

 
Attach Email (See Adding Interactions section for best practices) 

 
Add a new Record for any object in the AIM database 

 
Open Tasks and Events in AIM 

 
Search AIM records (See Searching AIM section) 
 

 
ZynCal (See Using ZynCal section) 

 
Connection settings 

 

 



 

Contacts Listed on Email 

 

 
Existing AIM Contact (See Viewing Contacts section) 
 

 
Add New Contact (See Adding Contacts & Accounts section) 

 
Premium Bar 

 

 
Shows if/when recipients open the email and click embedded links 

 
Shows if/when email recipients are visiting your website. (Note: Premium feature that costs 
extra. Contact support@altvia.com if interested.) 

 
Salesforce Chatter 

Adding Contacts & Accounts 

1. Click the  icon next to the Contact you want to add to AIM; then select New Contact. 
2. Enter the required Contact information, including Account, which you’ll need to search for in next 

step. 
3. After searching for the Account, either select an existing Account that returns from the search 

results OR create a new Account by clicking New. 
4. Enter the required Account Information. 
5. Click Create to add the new Account. 
6. After navigating back to the Contact page, click Create to add the new Contact. 

 



 

Viewing Contacts 
Click a Contact name from the home view to display his or her record 

details and related records. Clicking the icon to the right of the 
Contact name will present you with the following menu of options: 

Get ZynCal Link  Prepare a link to send this Contact your 
availability through Zyncal (see Using ZynCal 
section) 

Edit Contact  Edit Contact details 

File Email  Attach Email (see Adding Interactions section for             
best practices) 

Create Task  Create a Task related to this Contact 

Create Event  Create an Event related to this Contact 

Log a Call  Create a Task with the type “Call” related to 
this Contact 

Log an Interaction  Create an Interaction referencing this Contact 

View In Salesforce  Open this Contact’s record in AIM in a tab in 
your browser  

The actions above are available for all records in AIM accessed via AIM inbox, with the exception of Log 
an Interaction (only available for Contacts and Accounts). 

Clicking into a record in a related list will display that record’s related details. Clicking the icon to the 

right of a related list label will allow you to sort the records displayed in that related list, and the 
icon will allow you to add a new related record for that Contact. 

Searching AIM 
Search for any record in AIM by clicking the magnifying glass icon 
(shown at right). Narrow your results to a single object by choosing 
from the dropdown set to All Objects in the screenshot. Each 

returned record will show the icon, which will allow you to 
choose from the same set of actions described above. 

 



 

Adding Interactions 
Quick File 
The quickest way to log an email from your inbox as an interaction in AIM 
is to click the orange lightning bolt icon next to a Contact name on your 
Home view. All individuals referenced in the email chain you’re logging 
who are already contacts in AIM will be added as interaction references. 
Logging an interaction in this way will not automatically file attachments. 
 
File Email 
To log an interaction with email attachments and references to records 
that are neither Accounts nor Contacts, use the Attach Email tab in your 
Home view. From here, you can choose the option to include your email’s 
attachment(s) as files to link to the interaction you’re creating. 
Additionally, in the Related To dropdown, you can specify another record, 
like a Deal or Fundraising Opportunity, you would like to relate to this 
interaction. As in the Quick File option, all individuals referenced in the 
email chain you’re logging who are already contacts in AIM will be added 
as interaction references. 
 
Log an Interaction 
This interaction creation option is outlined in the Viewing Contacts 
section, and it is only available for Contacts and Accounts. This option allows you to manually create a 
new Interaction by filling out the required information and clicking Create. The newly created interaction 
has interaction references for the Account/Contact it is initiated from. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Using ZynCal 
ZynCal is a scheduling 
assistant that allows you to 
easily share calendar 
availability and eliminate the 
email back and forth that goes 
into scheduling meetings. The 
process is kicked off when the 
ZynCal user provides a URL to 
his intended meeting invitee 
where they can select any 
unscheduled, allowed time on 
the ZynCal users’ calendar 
without unduly exposing 
private calendar details or 
control to external parties. 
When the invitee selects a suitable time, they are sent an invitation from the ZynCal user’s calendar and 
the ZynCal user is notified of the new meeting. The invitation is prefilled with details about meeting 
location, default length, or other preset options determined by the meeting type. 
 
If you have not yet had ZynCal enabled for your organization, please contact 
Altvia Care to do so before proceeding further. 
 
Once you’ve had ZynCal set up, you can access your preset meeting types by 
clicking the ZynCal icon in the Home tabs. Simply click the link icon to copy, 
and then paste the resulting link into the email you’ll use to schedule your 
meeting. 

 


